March 22, 2021 General Artist Promotion Callout

Purpose:
Synergyzed™ is a software company, which is building the technology to engage Property
Manager and Tenants by promoting an easy to use product that provides the opportunity to
communicate and build community within multi-family units. Synergyzed™ sees an opportunity
to promote Artists that sketch, paint, or photograph interesting buildings in their neighborhood
and/or city with the vision to showcase communities and talented Artists.
Artist Callout
Synergyzed™ Applications Ltd. is putting a call out for artists to submit photos, a sketches, and/or
paintings of buildings in their neighborhood, their city, and/or through their travels in order to be
featured on Synergyzed’s™ website carousel and also across its social media platforms for (1) one 30-day
period within a calendar year. At this time there is no deadline or end date, submissions will be accepted
throughout the year.

Artist Opportunity
Synergyzed™ wants to provide chosen Artists with the opening to showcase a finished piece of their work
to promote themselves, their website, and their craft. Each Artist will submit pieces of their work. Once
chosen, the Artist will collaborate with Synergyzed’s™ team to choose the best option from their
submission. Upon the final decision, Synergyzed™ will upload a photo, a sketch, or a painting to its
website and also work with the Artist to schedule posts to each of its social media platforms, within a 30day period.
Artist Benefits
The Artist will also have the opportunity to further promote themselves through providing a hyperlink to
their website to showcase their artistry and make potential sales. Synergyzed™ will not, in any way,
benefit financially from the promotion of any of the Artists who are featured through this artist callout.
Terms and Conditions
Synergyzed™ does not benefit financially, keep any images, and/or share—with any 3rd parties—an
Artist’s information or financial compensation, which is generated from agreeing to submit their work and
be featured on Synergyzed’s™ website and social media platforms.
Contact Information
Please send all submissions to: artistcallout@synergyzed.com
Subject line: Artist Callout
Body: Attn: Fiona Burke

